AIMR-PPS – The “Holy Grail” of Performance Measurement?

Introduction

The CFA Institute, an investment industry trade group formerly known as the Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR), establishes and interprets the AIMR Performance Presentation Standards (AIMR-PPS) in North America. In more than a decade since their introduction, an increasing number of investment managers have voluntarily complied with the new standards that promote comparability of performance reporting.

Since 2001, the institute allows firms to claim compliance in advertising materials without showing performance results. In many instances, firms attempt to promote the standards as proxy for better investment practices or ethical conduct. In other cases, confusion arises when claims of compliance imply a different return calculation methodology, or when claims were made on individual accounts instead of on firm-wide composites.

Although the standards have evolved over time, the fundamental intent of the CFA Institute remains intact - to provide a fair representation of a manager’s discretionary investment capabilities by avoiding cherry-picking “model”, or “representative” accounts. Since performance measurement is a very important aspect of investment process, we would like to present a few points that may help to better clarify what it means to be AIMR-PPS compliant.

Note: effective in 2006, the institute’s Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS) will replace AIMR-PPS as its global performance presentation standards.

Standards reporting is on the aggregate level

Firms report AIMR compliant data at “composite” levels, not on individual accounts, unless an entire composite consists of a single account. A composite is a group of accounts with similar characteristics. As a practical matter, an account in a composite with strong performance may perform poorly. This is because no two accounts are exactly alike, but every account must be in a composite. For example, if a portfolio with three-month average maturity is included in a “short-duration” composite that consists mostly of one-year average maturity accounts, it will likely have different returns from the composite. Perspective investors should evaluate the dispersion of composite returns, preferably the full distribution of all accounts in a composite, instead of relying on aggregate level returns.

AIMR-PPS are presentation standards, not new methodologies or ethical standards

After drafting the standards in 1987, AIMR had a six-year public commentary period to incorporate established industry practices and ethical standards. The new standards did not represent a different calculation methodology, nor did they suggest better accuracy or higher ethical conduct – they merely standardized them. A tongue-in-cheek industry joke illustrates the point: "Performance presentation standards do not make cheating impossible, they only make sure that everybody is cheating the same way."

Compliance with the standards is voluntary but retroactive

While presentations compliant with the AIMR-PPS are often preferred, on-going revisions to the standards and their operational requirement of retroactive compliance place investment managers at various stages of standards implementation. Compliance is not mandatory. Neither the CFA Institute itself, nor regulatory agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), require managers to comply with the standards at this time. A new manager with no performance history is able to claim standards compliance immediately, while established firms are required to claim retroactive compliance for up to 10 years, including all current and closed accounts. This laborious process is one of the main hindrances for firms with longer track records to claim standards compliance.
Claims should be verified

Investment managers who elect to become compliant may claim compliance after following necessary steps. A "claim" does not provide compliance assurance, since many requirements of the standards can be rigorous and tricky. The CFA Institute does not review, nor verify, the accuracy of a firm's claim. Rather, it established procedures for third parties to verify such claims. When presented with the claim, investors should request from the manager a verification letter prepared by a third party that is knowledgeable about the standards, along with a listing of all of the firm's available composites and disclosure notes.

The AIMR-PPS are total return performance standards

Lastly, the AIMR-PPS apply to calculation and presentation conventions that measure marked-to-market returns, which include unrealized gains and losses. For a variety of investment portfolios, including internal government investment pools, insurance and pension portfolios, that report adjusted book values-based returns, the CFA Institute makes no reference, judgment, or recommendations as to the proper standards to follow. Therefore, these fixed income portfolios with buy-and-hold strategies are generally outside of the realm of the AIMR-PPS.

Conclusion

As important as adhering to a common set of reporting standards, all investment managers should strive to improve the quality of information presented. Consistent with requesting pertinent performance data, perspective investors should evaluate a manager's long-term investment excellence, which often comes from diligent macro market and credit research, efficient and relative value trading, thoughtful securities selection, and prudent portfolio risk management.
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